Growing Leaders: A Campaign for Trinity seeks to raise $15 million

Growing Up.

At the heart of the
Trinity Experience:
extraordinary
teachers who are
experts in elementary
education. They’re
also inspiring, lifechanging role
models – the kind
of people you
remember forever.
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Healthy Roots
To grow strong and go long, Trinity needs a broad foundation. Currently,
the School’s endowment provides only two percent of its annual operating budget, while
80.5 percent comes from tuition. To remain competitive and to be able to make investments
in the future, Trinity needs to expand its endowment by $5 million. Our more substantial
endowment will allow us to:
• Offer competitive salaries to attract and retain the nation’s best teachers
• Provide a wider array of opportunities and resources to outstanding students
• Upgrade our curriculum to ensure our students’ success in the Information Age
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Room to Grow
To learn, children need to stretch the boundaries of their comfort zones. Trinity
is blessed with a beautiful campus. However, the School must also expand its boundaries to
provide students with space that nurtures limitless curiosity and supports boundless exploration.
It’s time to modify current learning environments, make space for collaborative, project-based,
and experiential learning, and enhance our technology. Trinity seeks to raise at least $5 million for
capital enhancements that include:
• The Trinity Learning Commons, a full-service reading, research, and project space
• A more inviting, central entrance for students, parents, and visitors
• The Trinity Track, a state-of-the-art environment for physical education and structured
competition, completed summer of 2013
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Trinity is known for
rigorous academics,
an amazing arts
program, and a
community that
cares like no other.
But best of all, Trinity
students are happy.
later on in high
school, and for the
rest of their lives.
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Like the Industrial
Revolution
fundamentally
changed life, the
Digital Revolution has
ushered in another
new age. With your
help, Trinity students
will be well prepared
to succeed in this
Age of Information.
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Plenty
of Sunshine
Like most independent schools,
Trinity’s tuition covers only a portion of the total costs. Nearly 12.5 percent of Trinity’s
operating expenses is paid for by philanthropic dollars. Gifts to The Trinity Fund support
the operating budget and give us the flexibility to respond quickly – not only to unexpected
challenges, but also to unprecedented opportunities.
Currently more than 90 percent of parents and 100 percent of the Board of Trustees, faculty,
and staff contribute to The Trinity Fund, along with many other generous members of our
community. Our goal during the Growing Leaders campaign is to increase annual giving
at every level.
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Help Trinity
Flourish
Growing Leaders represents an ongoing commitment to child-centered education.
Your participation will help Trinity School continue to cultivate bright, articulate students who are
compassionate, productive, and fully prepared for leadership in an increasingly global community. In order
to achieve these goals, though, we need a commitment from every member of our community: parents,
grandparents, alumni, trustees, parents of alumni, faculty and staff, and friends alike.
Your support is a mighty example to each and every Trinity student of the power – and the responsibility –
individuals have to make a difference in the world. With your partnership, Trinity School and its students
will continue to flourish, today and long into the future.
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Did you know that foundations
and other outside funding
sources look strongly at
participation levels when
considering a gift to Trinity
School? Your participation
demonstrates the vitality of
the Trinity community and
indicates support for the
School and its mission.
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